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Abstract
In this report we describe a series of stepped Quaternary terraces on some piedmont tributaries of the Santa Cruz River valley in southeastern Arizona. These terraces began to form in early Pleistocene time, after major basin-and-range faulting ceased, with lateral planation of basin fill and deposition of thin fans of alluvium. At the end of this cycle of erosion and deposition, tributaries of the Santa Cruz River began the process of dissection and terrace formation that continues to the present. Vertical cutting alternated with periods of equilibrium, during which streams cut laterally and left thin deposits of channel fill.
The distribution of terraces was mapped and compiled with adjacent mapping to produce a regional picture of piedmont stream history in the middle part of the Santa Cruz River valley. For selected tributaries, the thickness of terrace fill was measured, particle size and lithology of gravel were determined, and sedimentary features were photographed and described. Mapping of terrace stratigraphy revealed that on two tributaries, Madera Canyon Wash and Montosa Canyon Wash, stream piracy has played an important role in piedmont landscape development. On two other tributaries, Cottonwood Canyon Wash and Josephine Canyon Wash, rapid downcutting preempted piracy.
Two types of terraces are recognized: erosional and depositional. Gravel in thin erosional terraces has Trask sorting coefficients and sedimentary structures typical of streamflood deposits, replete with bar-and-swale surface topography on young terraces. Erosional-terrace fill represents the channel fill of the stream that cuts the terrace; the thickness of the fill indicates the depth of channel scour. In contrast to erosional terraces, depositional terraces show evidence of repeated deposition and net aggradation, as indicated by their thickness (as much as 20+ m) and weakly bedded structure. Depositional terraces are common below mountain-front canyon mouths where streams drop their load in response to abrupt flattening of gradients and expansion of channel banks, and they extend down the piedmont along Josephine Canyon Wash. Gravel in depositional terraces also has sorting coefficients typical of streamflood deposits. Sedimentary features in both types of terraces are consistent with deposition by flash floods in ephemeral streams, suggesting the climate was arid. Bedding and clast armor are weakly developed, clast clusters and imbrication are common, and crossbedding is generally absent. Debris-flow deposits, even near the mountain front, are surprisingly rare.
On the tectonically stable piedmont of southeastern Arizona, stream piracy and climate change are the most likely agents of terrace formation. Both piracy and climate change can cause rapid changes in discharge and sediment supply, which initiate cycles of incision, lateral cutting, and aggradation. Increased stream discharge initiates downcutting, but increased sediment supply interrupts downcutting and causes streams to cut laterally and aggrade. At times, on Madera Canyon Wash and Montosa Canyon Wash, stream piracy affected stream discharge and sediment supply, but on Cottonwood Canyon Wash and Josephine Canyon Wash, only climate change could have initiated terrace cutting. Terraces probably formed during extended arid intervals when sparse vegetation and flashy stream discharge combined to increase sediment supply. In most cases, sediment supply was sufficient to promote lateral cutting but not long-term aggradation. Thus, most streams formed erosional terraces. The middle Pleistocene Josephine Canyon Wash formed a depositional terrace because it had a source of abundant unconsolidated sediment.
Introduction
Since the end of basin-and-range faulting and basin filling in Pliocene time (Menges and McFadden, 1981) , streams emerging from the mountains have cut landscapes of canyons and stepped terraces in the piedmont of southeastern Arizona. Periods of downcutting (canyon incision) alternated with lateral cutting (terrace formation) and, occasionally, deposition of terrace fill, but the mechanisms for this alternation are obscure. Climate change and tectonism both cause terraces to form (Bull, 1991; Leopold and others, 1964 ), but we know only the general outlines of Quaternary climate history and tectonism of the region. The relative age of some terraces has been determined by studies of weathering and soil 2 Processes of Terrace Formation on the Piedmont of the Santa Cruz River Valley development (for example, Helmick, 1986) , and more recently the distribution and relative age of piedmont terraces in many areas have been mapped by staff of the Arizona Geological Survey. Sedimentologic descriptions of terrace deposits were lacking, so depositional processes were not well known.
Here we bring together results of geologic mapping and sedimentologic study of piedmont terraces in southeastern Arizona to interpret the processes that formed these terraces. We use the distribution and morphology of terraces and the lithology of terrace gravel to identify cases of stream piracy, and we use the sedimentologic features of terrace gravel to interpret depositional processes. Much of the data on terrace geomorphology was gathered while mapping part of the Mount Hopkins and San Cayetano Mountains 7.5′ quadrangles (Lindsey and Van Gosen, 2006) . This map and maps of surrounding quadrangles made by staff of the Arizona Geological Survey (Pearthree and Youberg, 2000; Spencer and others, 2003; and Youberg and Helmick, 2001) , show the distribution of terraces formed during Pleistocene and Holocene time ( fig. 1 ).
On the arid piedmont of southeastern Arizona, sand and gravel are deposited during brief, intense storms that trigger floods and landslides (Field, 1994; Klawon and Pearthree, 2000; Pearthree and Youberg, 2006) . In ephemeral streams, a variety of fluid flows, ranging from debris flow to channel flow to sheet wash, can leave behind sand and gravel deposits ranging from poorly sorted and unstratified to well-sorted and stratified (Blair and McPherson, 1994; Costa, 1988; Lindsey and Melick, 2002) . Cooler, wetter conditions than today may have prevailed in southeastern Arizona during late Pleistocene time (Davis, 1999; Thompson and others, 2003) , allowing some piedmont streams to flow continuously. Deposits of perennial streams differ from those of ephemeral streams. In perennial streams, like those of the semiarid Colorado piedmont, storm-generated streamfloods deposit well-stratified and cross-stratified sand and gravel in channel and bank-attached bars (Lindsey and others, 2005) . In this report, sedimentary features (fill thickness, particle size, sorting, and sedimentary structures) are used to assess continuity of streamflow and alluvial depositional processes on the Arizona piedmont.
Alluvial History
The alluvial history of the Santa Cruz River valley, like that of most other basins in southern Arizona and New Mexico, can be divided into two phases: (1) Miocene and Pliocene basin filling and (2) late Pliocene to Holocene erosion (Connell and others, 2005; Menges and McFadden, 1981; Menges and Pearthree, 1989) . During phase 1, basinand-range faulting formed a string of basins in the upper Santa Cruz River valley that defined the future course of the river (Gettings and Houser, 1997) . Piedmont alluvial fans deposited poorly sorted sand and gravel of the Miocene and Pliocene Nogales Formation (Simons, 1974) and other units assigned to the lower part of the basin fill (Gettings and Houser, 1997) . Basin-and-range faulting in southeastern Arizona had largely ended by Pliocene time, as indicated by the relatively undeformed upper part of the basin fill (Menges and Pearthree, 1989) . The Santa Cruz River basin was probably closed downstream near Tucson, Ariz., as indicated by playa deposits in the subsurface (Houser and others, 2004) . Phase 2 most likely began with integration of the Santa Cruz River basin into the Gila River drainage in late Pliocene or early Pleistocene time (Connell and others, 2005; Menges and Pearthree, 1989) . Tributary streams of the Santa Cruz River began to dissect basin fill and cut pediments capped by coarse gravel. Phase 2 was accompanied by only minor faulting where, for example, faults displace early and middle Pleistocene age terrace deposits near Cottonwood Canyon Wash (Lindsey and Van Gosen, 2006) and terraces of early to late Pleistocene age north of Madera Canyon Wash (Pearthree and Youberg, 2000) .
Pleistocene and Holocene alluvial deposits in the valley of the Santa Cruz River (Youberg and Helmick, 2001 ) consist of (1) river alluvium, deposited by the Santa Cruz River, and (2) piedmont alluvium, deposited by tributary streams draining the adjacent mountain ranges ( fig. 1 ). As the master stream, the Santa Cruz River defines base level for its tributary streams. The extent of piedmont deposits in the Santa Cruz River valley has been influenced by rates of deposition and by local structural features. In response to uplift of the Santa Rita Mountains and extensive development of alluvial fans on the eastern side of the Santa Cruz River valley during phase 1, the river flows nearer the west side than the east side of the valley ( fig. 1 ). South of Madera Canyon Wash, the valley is confined to a narrow faulted basin between the Tumacacori and Santa Rita Mountains (Gettings and Houser, 1997) .
In the Santa Cruz River valley, the oldest records of phase 2 piedmont erosion are early Pleistocene pediments capped by thin gravel deposits. In the study area, the gravels seldom exceed 20 m in thickness and rest on older basin fill and bedrock. In map view (figs. 1 and 2), these deposits form distinctive bird-foot outlines that extend out from the mouths of mountain canyons. They are interpreted as dissected alluvial fans; the bird-foot pattern represents inverted radiating channels. The channels are preserved as inverted topography because they are filled with coarse gravel that resisted erosion (Ritter, 1987) . For comparison, on the Colorado piedmont north of Denver, Colo., the Rocky Flats fan provides a good example of the early stages of dissection; the inverted channels in this fan have been documented by numerous boreholes (Knepper, 2005; Lindsey and others, 2005) . On the Arizona piedmont east of Green Valley and Tubac, Ariz., the distinctive bird-foot map pattern is evident at the mouths of Madera Canyon, Montosa Canyon, and Josephine Canyon. Other thin dissected fans have been described from southeastern Arizona as "red-soil fans" (Melton, 1965) , after their characteristic soil color, and "pediment fans" (Menges and McFadden, 1981) , after their occurrence on erosional surfaces cut on bedrock. All of these fans are thinner and perhaps coarser grained and better sorted than alluvial fans deposited in tectonically active Lindsey and Van Gosen, 2006; Pearthree and Youberg, 2000; Spencer and others, 2003; and Youberg and Helmick, 2001) ; also shown are sample locations for this study, and area of figure 2. Individual samples (A, B, and so forth) in close vicinity are not shown. Shaded relief base by D.H. Knepper, Jr. 
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basins. Indeed, in this report we show that they are texturally similar to younger stream-terrace gravels. During Pleistocene time, piedmont tributaries, such as Madera Canyon Wash, shifted course on the piedmont as they cut valleys in bedrock and basin fill. Changes in channel course were probably triggered by avulsion during storms and floods, but headward erosion of small tributaries set the stage for beheading and diversion. Stream capture is evident on Madera Canyon Wash and Montosa Canyon Wash. Study of geologic maps (Lindsey and Van Gosen, 2006; Pearthree and Youberg, 2000; Youberg and Helmick, 2001 ) readily reveals the probable sequence of stream piracy ( fig. 1 ). The scenario of headward erosion and stream piracy outlined here differs from erosion on active alluvial fans, where streams exiting the mouths of mountain canyons cut channels into upper fan surfaces and transfer sediment onto lower fan surfaces (for example, Bull, 1964) . Such fanhead trenches are recent features of active fan construction and are not to be confused with post-fan incision described here.
After deposition of basin fill during phase 1, the mountain front retreated as the predecessor of Madera Canyon Wash cut a surface on basin fill and granite and, in early Pleistocene time, deposited a thin (<20 m) gravel fan ( fig. 1 ). Since then, piedmont streams adjacent to the Madera Canyon fan have captured and diverted the early Pleistocene Madera Canyon Wash. In middle Pleistocene time, Madera Canyon Wash flowed north from its mouth to join Florida Canyon Wash; the combined stream flowed northwest to join the Santa Cruz River. Capture was probably by a small tributary of Florida Canyon Wash that eroded southward along the base of the mountain front. During late Pleistocene time, a headwarderoding tributary of Chino Canyon Wash captured Madera Canyon Wash and diverted it along the south side of the early Pleistocene fan. Finally, during late Pleistocene or Holocene time, the lower part of Madera Canyon Wash was captured by a small tributary of the Santa Cruz River. Each of these events in the drainage history can be identified from the distribution of alluvial terraces ( fig. 1) .
Montosa Canyon Wash also cut a surface on basin fill and bedrock (including volcanic rocks) and, in early Pleistocene time, deposited a thin gravel fan ( fig. 1 ). Like the early Pleistocene alluvium of the Madera Canyon fan, this deposit spreads radially from the canyon mouth, and also like the Madera Canyon fan, this deposit is not more than 10-20 m thick. The northern part of the early Pleistocene fan of Montosa Canyon Wash was dissected by a new, downcutting channel in middle Pleistocene time, which left a wide terrace fill on the order of 5 m thick. Headward-cutting Sheehy Canyon Wash appears to have captured the mountain reach of Montosa Canyon Wash in late Pleistocene time, only to lose it to a tributary that follows the piedmont course of Montosa Canyon Wash today. These events are recorded by the distribution of middle and late Pleistocene terrace deposits. Of interest also is the headcut of an unnamed tributary of the Santa Cruz River, which is now within 1 km southwest of Montosa Canyon Wash where it enters the piedmont. Perhaps the unnamed tributary will become the next piedmont course of Montosa Canyon Wash.
During middle Pleistocene time, the unnamed tributary drained some hills of carbonate rock (near "mines" in the southeast part of fig. 1 (Drewes, 1971) . Like Madera Canyon and Montosa Canyon Washes, Josephine Canyon Wash also spread a thin gravel fan over basin fill and bedrock during early Pleistocene time. The Josephine Canyon Wash fan extended upstream across the lower catchment basin with its apex immediately below the upper basin ( fig. 2) . Thus, the effective mountain catchment basin for the fan was 40 km 2 . When the Josephine Canyon Wash fan was dissected in middle Pleistocene time, it provided the large volume of sediment that is now stored downstream in the depositional terrace (Qm, fig. 2 ) along the north side of present-day Josephine Canyon Wash. At points overlooking Josephine Canyon, middle Pleistocene terrace alluvium is as much as 18 m thick. During middle Pleistocene time, the wash followed a course immediately north of its present course.
The large depositional terrace of middle Pleistocene age that borders the north side of Josephine Canyon Wash was followed by formation of two lower erosional terraces of late Pleistocene and Holocene age ( fig. 2) . The bedrock horst of the San Cayetano Mountains may have been responsible for stabilizing the course of Josephine Canyon Wash during middle Pleistocene and later time. The high westernmost part of the San Cayetano Mountains is fault bounded (Lindsey and Van Gosen, 2006) . The western fault boundary is readily visible and offsets early Pleistocene gravel that extends up to the mountain front. Although no northern boundary fault is 2 Faulted below Salerno fault; not faulted above fault (Drewes, 1971) . fig. 3B ). There, the stream is actively downcutting into volcanic bedrock. During the late Pleistocene, the meandering stream cut laterally, forming a strath on bedrock. This stream was at near-equilibrium, like the middle reach is today. Meanders from the time of strath formation are now entrenched in bedrock; they reveal the planform of the former channel and the means by which it cut the strath. In contrast, channel filling is the dominant process on downstream reaches of Josephine Canyon Wash. Downstream, aggradation is revealed by a braided stream pattern where the stream is no longer able to transport its sediment load. Depositional terraces are often the product of braided streams.
Like Josephine Canyon Wash, most streams studied on the piedmont of the Santa Cruz River valley show the progression from degradation (incision upstream), equilibrium (meandering middle reach), to aggradation (braided downstream reach). Thus, both equilibrium and disequilibrium occur at the same time on different reaches (Bull, 1991; Schumm, 1993) . As the incision-equilibrium-deposition cycle is repeated, terraces are formed when the floodplain is abandoned by renewed downcutting. Channel incision (or deposition) is only one possible response to change. Streams also adjust their gradient by changes in channel form (planform); channel form may be braided, meandering, or straight (Schumm, 1977 (Schumm, , 1993 . Often, as in the case of streams in the study area, these responses occur together.
Terrace Classification and Formation
Terraces may be classified as erosional, in which the surface is underlain by thin lags of channel bedload, or as depositional, in which the surface is underlain by thick alluvial fill of channel and overbank deposits (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2010) . Sometimes erosional terraces are called "strath terraces" or "degradational terraces," and depositional terraces are called "fill terraces" or "aggradational terraces" (Bull, 1991) . These terms can be confusing, in that erosional terraces represent periods of near-equilibrium-not downcuttingwhen streams cut laterally and leave behind a lag of channel gravel. The thickness of gravel deposits represents the depth of scour. The process of lateral cutting by migration of the stream channel is well illustrated on the middle reaches of Josephine Canyon Wash ( fig. 3A ). There, concave banks of meander bends undercut cliffs of soft gravel deposits of early Pleistocene and Pliocene age, whereas gravel accumulates along convex banks of meander bends. The wash is dry most of the time, but erosion and deposition occur during bankfull and higher flow. The gravel floodplain grows primarily by lateral accretion of bars to the bank. The floodplain surface has been stabilized by trees, shrubs, and grasses; only light scour and deposition of overbank fines occur during high flow. Bar and swale structure (Bull, 1991) , visible on the Holocene terrace of Josephine Canyon Wash as well as the floodplain, may reflect an earlier braided channel or indicate continuing light scour and deposition on the floodplain surface. (Bull, 1991) . Stepped terraces in background are of Holocene (Qh) and early Pleistocene (Qo) age; bedrock horst of the San Cayetano Mountains on skyline. B, View downstream (southwest) of the degradational upper reach (stream power/resisting power >1). The channel is confined to entrenched meanders in volcanic rocks as it continues to downcut. Meanders are probably inherited from the time when the late Pleistocene strath terrace (Ql) was cut. A normal fault crosses stream at the stream bend in the foreground, but does not offset the terrace, and continues in the bedrock saddle in the middle distance on left; high terrace on right side of photograph is of middle Pleistocene age (Qm); San Cayetano Mountains on skyline. 
Processes of Terrace Formation on the Piedmont of the Santa Cruz River Valley
Degradation and aggradation can be understood by reference to Lane's (1955) equation for channel equilibrium:
where Q S is sediment discharge (supply or load), D 50 is median particle size, Q W is stream discharge (streamflow), and S is channel slope.
When all four variables are in balance, the stream is in equilibrium, but when one or more variables change, the stream is in disequilibrium until other variables compensate. Depending on the direction of change, disequilibrium is revealed by degradation (incision, vertical cutting) or by aggradation (deposition). Equilibrium is indicated by lateral cutting. Channel incision is favored when stream power (Q W × S) exceeds resisting power (Q S × D 50 ); aggradation is favored when resisting power exceeds stream power (Bull, 1991) . As illustrated for Josephine Canyon Wash, the downstream progression of stream power/resisting power of >1, =1, and <1 can be related to the progression from incision (>1, for upper reaches including tributaries) through equilibrium (=1, for middle reaches) to aggradation (<1, for lower reaches of the trunk stream).
Both theory and experiment indicate that the fundamental cause of lateral cutting of terrace surfaces is probably increased sediment supply (sediment discharge), although streamflow (stream discharge) plays a secondary role (Hancock and Anderson, 2002) . Sediment supply and stream discharge are subject to rapid change and thus are the principal causes of disequilibrium. When sediment supply increases, streams deposit alluvium on their valley floors and cut laterally. The alluvial cover protects the valley floor from downcutting. When sediment supply wanes or streamflow increases, streams resume downcutting, leaving a terrace above the new channel.
As the master stream, the Santa Cruz River defines base level for its piedmont tributaries. During periods of downcutting by the river, base level drops, slopes increase at the foot of the piedmont, and tributary streams cut headward. During periods of river-valley filling, base level rises, and tributaries cut laterally, then aggrade (Schumm, 1993) . In this scenario, the history of piedmont incision and terrace formation is linked to the base-level control of the Santa Cruz River. Base level of the Santa Cruz River may have dropped 50-80 m since middle Pleistocene time, based on the elevation of terrace remnants mapped on the west side of the river near Tubac ( fig. 1) (Helmick, 1986; Youberg and Helmick, 2001 ). Between 8 and 5.6 ka, in Holocene time, the river alternated between downcutting and filling with little or no net decline in base level; this time period is interpreted to reflect arroyo cutting as desert vegetation replaced woodlands when the climate became warm and dry (Waters and Haynes, 2001 ). The effect of base-level change also depends upon the rate of change: slow changes would allow the river and its tributaries to remain in equilibrium through minor adjustments, such as changes in channel sinuosity (Schumm, 1993) .
Faults that cross tributaries can create local base levels and alter stream slope. Rapid change, such as surface offset along faults that cross tributaries, creates knickpoints in the stream profile and has the potential to initiate incision upstream and aggradation downstream. However, at many places in the study area, faults mapped in basin fill have not moved since middle Pleistocene time, and in the area between Mavis Wash and Josephine Canyon Wash, there has been no fault movement since early Pleistocene time (figs. 1 and 2). Mapped evidence for late Pleistocene surface rupture is mostly north of Madera Canyon Wash. These constraints on the time of fault movement indicate tectonic stability during much of Pleistocene time, allowing hundreds of thousands of years for lateral cutting and for scarp retreat to the present mountain front.
Erosional embayments, pediments, and thin fans at canyon mouths also indicate tectonic stability (Bull, 1984) . Except at the mouth of Chino Canyon, faults are not located at the mountain front, but instead are on the piedmont a few kilometers downstream (west) of the front. With the exception of Chino Canyon, the present mountain front is not a major fault boundary and is not straight, but instead consists of erosional embayments centered on canyon mouths. Rock-cut surfaces (pediments) beneath early Pleistocene gravels are observed on granite (Madera Canyon Wash) and volcanic rock (Montosa Canyon Wash) as well as on Nogales Formation (Josephine Canyon Wash, fig. 2 ). All of the surfaces cut on hard rock are on the upthrown sides of major valley fault systems and must represent a long expanse of time ( fig. 1 ). These surfaces existed by early Pleistocene time, when thin fans were deposited at canyon mouths.
Profiles of ephemeral streams in southeastern Arizona reflect adjustment to tectonic stability during Quaternary time. These streams have concave-up profiles in mountain segments and nearly flat profiles in piedmont segments; they are adjusted to hydrologic factors, not base level (Cherkauer, 1972) . Gradient, drainage area, and particle size follow channel profiles; all of these correlate with stream discharge. Steep mountain segments gather most of the stream discharge. Discharge increases very little or even diminishes downstream on narrow, elongate piedmont segments, as infiltration and evaporation remove as much discharge as is received from direct precipitation and overland flow (Cherkauer, 1972) .
Under the stream-piracy scenario, a major wash emerging from the mountains may be captured by a minor wash within the basin, with opportunities for incision and aggradation on both streams (Ritter, 1987) . Stream capture can also reorganize mountain catchment basins (Bull, 2009) . In both basin and montane settings, a key factor is the relative elevation of the two streams; the capturing stream occupies a lower level than the stream it captures. On the piedmont, stream capture commonly takes place on the upper surfaces of alluvial fans, where a small wash located on the fan cuts headward and Terrace Deposits 9 captures the main wash draining the mountain catchment basin (Denny, 1967) . As illustrated on the piedmont of the Santa Cruz River valley, the stage is set for stream piracy by headward-cutting washes on the flanks of early Pleistocene fans. The actual capture probably takes place by avulsion rather than headward erosion (Miller, 1959) , when the higher, main wash overflows its banks and spills into the lower, small wash during an extreme event, such as a cloudburst.
Incision and aggradation after stream piracy can be profound (Bull, 2009) . Capturing streams gain discharge and sediment supply; increased discharge results in incision and rapid headward erosion of the channel; whereas downstream, sediment will begin to accumulate. As incision wanes, aggradation proceeds upstream. Likewise, a stream beheaded by capture loses discharge and will begin to aggrade until its slope is sufficient to transport all of the available sediment.
Stream piracy has played an important role in dissection and terrace formation on the piedmont landscape of the Santa Cruz River valley since early Pleistocene time. Headward erosion by small washes on the upper piedmont diverted Madera Canyon Wash and Montosa Canyon Wash in middle and late Pleistocene time. Piracy and diversion of main washes to adjacent small washes terminated lateral cutting on the pirated stream. The valley of the pirated stream remained abandoned until some remnant or tributary of the pirated stream cut sufficiently headward to occupy it. In contrast, the pirate wash gained discharge and continued downcutting until increased sediment supply and decreased slope reestablished equilibrium, at which time it began to cut laterally and widen its valley. Washes that cut deeper canyons than Madera Canyon and Montosa Canyon, including Cottonwood Canyon Wash and Josephine Canyon Wash, do not show a record of stream piracy. Thus, terraces along Cottonwood Canyon and Josephine Canyon Washes did not form in response to stream piracy.
A hot, dry interglacial climate with monsoonal storm patterns, like those of today, and sparse desert vegetation might provide the conditions necessary to initiate erosion cycles that lead to lateral cutting of some reaches while degradation proceeds upstream and aggradation takes place downstream. Previous studies have linked aggradation in the lower Colorado River to interglacial periods, including the Holocene (Bull, 1991) , when dry climate, sparse vegetation, and cloudbursts would have combined to increase sediment supply. However, short-term climate fluctuations within interglacial periods (see for example, Waters and Haynes, 2001 ) may complicate broad correlation of terrace formation with interglacials. A corollary of aggradation on the piedmont during dry periods is that stream incision is most likely to occur during cool, wet periods when vegetation was denser than the present, leading to higher stream discharge and lower sediment supply than the present (stream power/resisting power >1).
Terrace Deposits
Except near the mountain front, middle Pleistocene and younger terraces in the study area are mostly erosional; terrace surfaces are underlain by thin (commonly, 2-3 m) lag gravels (figs. 4A, 4B, and 4C). In contrast, fans of early Pleistocene age and a depositional terrace of middle Pleistocene age on Josephine Canyon Wash (figs. 5A and 5B) have thicknesses of 10-20 m. Near the mountain front, where abrupt changes in channel profile and dimensions cause streams to deposit their sediment load, terraces tend to be depositional. Older terrace gravel, of middle and early Pleistocene age, is deeply weathered, with the zone of red oxidation and rock disintegration extending into bedrock ( fig. 4C ). On the terrace surface, original channel topography is muted or absent. In contrast, younger (late Pleistocene and Holocene) terrace tops preserve bar-and-swale features (Bull, 1991) .
Gravel in both erosional and depositional terraces of the study area always shows evidence of particle sorting and rearrangement by flowing water (figs. 4B and 6A, 6B, and 6C). In addition to weak layering in the form of lenses of varying particle size, common features include outsize clasts (such as boulders stranded by waning flow or lodged in finer sediment), clast clusters (clasts that lodge against one another during transport), and imbricate clusters (clasts resting on scour surfaces and rotated toward the upstream direction) (see Lindsey and others, 2005 , for descriptions and references to these features in gravel deposits). These features are present in flash-flood deposits of perennial streams, but other evidence for perennial flow, such as clast-armor layers, downstream fining of gravel lenses, and crossbedding-all associated with gravel bars in perennial streams-is generally absent. Both layering and clast armor are absent or only weakly developed in gravel deposits of ephemeral streams in arid regions (Hassan, 2005; Laronne and others, 1994) . The weak development of layering in most gravel deposits of piedmont tributary terraces of the Green Valley-Tubac area, and the absence of structures diagnostic of perennial streams, favors deposition in ephemeral streams with intermittent, flashy stream discharge.
Proximal deposits, that is, deposits formed near the mountain front, show evidence of both turbulent streamflood and debris-flow deposition in many regions (see for example, Bull, 1972; Costa, 1988; Blair and McPherson, 1994) . Most proximal deposits studied here are of streamflood origin, but debris-flow origin cannot be excluded, because individual deposits may be transitional and criteria for distinction are not always clear. Proximal streamflood deposits below the mouth of Montosa Canyon are coarse and appear poorly sorted to the eye, but they contain crude stratification, lenses of imbricate clasts, possible horizons of clast armor, isolated large boulders, and clast clusters (figs. 6A, 6B, and 6C). All of these features are characteristic of streamfloods, and most or all can form during catastrophic floods (debris floods of Hungr, 2005;  There, however, identification of rafted clasts on old terrace surfaces is uncertain because large boulders can be exposed by weathering and erosion of fine sediment. A single exposure of poorly sorted middle Pleistocene gravel, containing abundant interstitial sand and silt, in the banks of Florida Canyon Wash resembles a debris flow ( fig. 6D ), but interpretation is clouded by presence of faint stratification, imbrication in clast clusters, and a low Trask sorting coefficient. fig. 1 ). However, the Trask sorting coefficient is in the range of streamflood deposits reported by Costa (1988) . Also, note faint stratification, left center, and isolated imbricate cobble cluster between pack and boot, indicative of sorting. Photograph by Roger Melick. fig. 1 ). However, the Trask sorting coefficient is in the range of streamflood deposits reported by Costa (1988 
Gravel Lithology
Gravel lithology reflects the lithologic terrane of the catchment basin. As gravel is reworked downstream, it is redeposited with some modification of lithologic proportions, but the reworked gravel still reflects the distinctive lithologic composition of the catchment basin. Gravel lithology was determined by pebble counts below the catchment basins of Madera Canyon, Montosa Canyon, Cottonwood Canyon, and Josephine Canyon (fig. 7) . Gravel on the piedmont below the mouth of Madera Canyon also contains contributions from Florida Canyon and Chino Canyon Washes that requires separate consideration ( fig. 8 ). For this report, new data (appendix A, tables A1-A5) were combined with data from an earlier study (Lindsey and Melick, 2002) . Details of methods and data are given in appendix A.
Granitic and volcanic rocks are abundant in terrace gravel from all four catchment basins, but the gravel of each basin is distinctive ( fig. 7) . Pebble counts show that gravel from Madera Canyon is distinguished by clasts of abundant granitic rocks and crystal-poor ignimbrite. Montosa Canyon gravel has conspicuous amounts of gabbro, diorite, carbonate rock, and quartz sandstone. Cottonwood Canyon and Josephine Canyon gravels have little or no gabbro, diorite, carbonate rock, or quartz sandstone; instead these gravels consist almost entirely of various granitic and volcanic rocks. As illustrated next, distinctive clasts and variations in lithologic proportions can be traced to specific catchment basins and help to identify previous positions of streams on the piedmont.
Gravel lithology is affected by drainage history on the piedmont, especially by capture and rerouting of major tributaries. For example, Madera Canyon Wash has followed several courses on the piedmont since it built a thin alluvial fan in early Pleistocene time, and each course had its own tributary system. During middle Pleistocene time, Madera Canyon Wash flowed directly north from the canyon mouth, where it was joined by Florida Canyon Wash, which still flows along the northern part of the early Pleistocene Madera Canyon fan. The middle Pleistocene gravel exposed in the banks of Florida Canyon Wash (sample 11, fig. 8 ) near the mountain front contains much more crystal-poor ignimbrite, more granitic rock, and no volcanics with quartz, unlike gravel derived only from Madera Canyon (samples D24A and D27, fig. 8 ). These differences reflect a major contribution from the mountain reaches of Florida Canyon, where granitic rocks of Precambrian age dominate (Drewes, 1980) , and presumably, crystal-poor ignimbrite is abundant but other volcanics with quartz are not.
In late Pleistocene time, the Madera Canyon Wash flowed along the southern margin of the old alluvial fan, turning abruptly west at the mouth of the canyon and joining Chino Canyon Wash downstream. Chino Canyon Wash drains largely granitic terrane and joins Madera Canyon Wash on the piedmont about 8 km downstream from where the latter leaves the mountains. Gravel below the junction of Chino Canyon Wash and Madera Canyon Wash (sample 13, fig. 8 ) contains more granitic rock than terrace gravel on Madera Canyon Wash above the junction (sample D23). Thus, drainage history is reflected in gravel lithology. Abundant granitic-rock clasts in early Pleistocene gravel deposits (sample 20AB) below the modern junction reveal that Chino Canyon Wash has a long presence along the south side of the piedmont below Madera Canyon. The presence of abundant volcanic rocks with quartz suggests a contribution from early Pleistocene fan gravel, originally derived from Madera Canyon. During early Pleistocene time, a piedmont tributary of Chino Canyon Wash was already eroding the early Pleistocene Madera Canyon fan, but it did not capture the wash draining Madera Canyon until late Pleistocene time. 
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The particle size and sorting of gravel reflects downstream distance, stream competence, and transport and sorting mechanism. As with gravel lithology, our study of particle size focused on gravel deposited below Madera Canyon, Montosa Canyon, Cottonwood Canyon, and Josephine Canyon. For deposits on the north and south sides of the early Pleistocene Madera Canyon fan, particle size and sorting may reflect additional streamflow from Florida Canyon and Chino Canyon, respectively. Particle size was estimated by direct measurement along tape traverses on vertical outcrops of gravel instead of by sieving. Data are presented as cumulative frequency curves and statistics for quartiles and sorting. Methods, sample locations, data, and statistical computations are described in appendix B of this report. Sample localities are shown in figures 1 and 2.
Decreasing particle size downstream is well shown by comparing particle-size distributions for upstream and downstream locations of gravel deposited by Montosa Canyon Wash (figs. 9A and 9B) and the middle Pleistocene Madera Canyon Wash (figs. 10A and 10B). Other factors also influence particle size, and these can be illustrated by different terraces within the same reach-that is, where the downstream distance is approximately the same. Thin gravel of erosional terraces that overlie basin fill (QTs in fig. 1 ) is almost always coarser grained than basin fill (compare the particle-size curve for sample D24BU for Qh with that of D24BL for QTs in fig. 10A ). The tendency for younger deposits to be coarse grained is also seen in early and late Pleistocene gravel along the present course of the Madera Canyon Wash (fig. 10C ). The effect of transport mechanism is apparent from the slope of cumulative frequency distribution curves: a sample from gravel interpreted as a possible debris flow (sample D25B, fig. 10D ) is flatter than clast-supported streamflow deposits (samples D25A and D25C, fig. 10D ) at the same locality.
Perhaps the terrace gravels on Josephine Canyon Wash are the most striking example of the influence of continued reworking on particle size (fig. 11 ). The youngest (Qh and Ql in fig. 2 ), thinnest terrace deposits are the coarsest grained, and the oldest (Qo and Qm in fig. 2 ) and thickest deposits are the finest grained. When the old depositional terraces of Josephine Canyon Wash were eroded, fine sediment was winnowed and coarse particles were left as lags on newly formed erosional terraces. Particle size for all of the terrace gravels of the Josephine Canyon Wash was determined along a 3-km reach midway along the wash, about 5-8 km from the apex of the early Pleistocene Josephine Canyon fan and about 5-8 km upstream from the confluence with the Santa Cruz River ( figs. 1 and 2) .
The relation between deposit thickness and particle size and sorting was examined to search for criteria to distinguish depositional from erosional terrace deposits. Streams that are primarily aggradational, that is, they deposit sediment and raise their channel level, will form depositional terraces with thick fills. For example, the oldest and highest gravels (Qo and Qm, fig. 2 ) of Josephine Canyon are as much as 18-20 m thick; these are deposits of aggrading streams. Streams that are primarily degradational, that is, they cut down and during equilibrium, cut laterally, would be expected to form erosional terraces covered by thin, coarse lag deposits. For example, the young gravels (Ql and Qh, fig. 2 ) of Josephine Canyon are mostly 2-3 m thick but have larger median particle size than older terrace gravel; these are deposits of degrading streams that, when they reach equilibrium, cut laterally. Terrace steps record an overall history of degradation, but degradation may be punctuated by periods of lateral cutting during equilibrium or even by deposition during aggradation.
The deposits studied range from ≈2 m to as much as 20 m thick, but most are less than 12 m thick ( fig. 12A ). Within deposits <12 m thick, those ranging up to 6 m thick are interpreted as deposits of dominantly degradational streams. The thinnest (2-4 m thick) deposits may represent a single cycle of channel cutting and filling, followed by winnowing of fine grains, as reflected in larger overall particle size compared to nearby thick deposits (for example, Josephine Canyon, fig. 11 ). An intermediate class of deposits, 6-12 m thick, forms a "tail" on the primary mode of deposit thickness ( fig. 12A ). The intermediate class of deposits is not distinguishable by particle size or sorting from thin deposits on erosional terraces, but its greater thickness suggests some degree of aggradation by repeated deposition.
Most gravel deposits of Santa Cruz River tributaries are well sorted by the criteria of Trask (Krumbein and Pettijohn, 1938) , having sorting coefficients (So) of less than 2.5. Sorting values compare well with those of streamflood deposits (water-flood deposits of Costa, 1988 , who reported an average Trask sorting coefficient range of 1.8-2.7) and are well below values of debris-flow deposits (sorting coefficient range of 3. 6-12.3, Costa, 1988) . In this regard, the highest sorting coefficient (3.4) was calculated for the early Pleistocene gravel at sample locality 19 ( fig. 1 ), in proximal deposits near the mouth of Montosa Canyon. The uppermost, weathered part of the fan gravel at locality 19 could be the remnant of a debris flow as indicated by large boulders on the surface (fig. 6B) . However, the relatively high coefficient probably results from taking a composite sample of the entire outcrop, where lenses of both coarse and fine gravel are combined. Most of the gravel at sample locality 19 was deposited by streamflood, as indicated by stratification, imbrication, and sorting. In contrast, the deposit at locality 11 (figs. 1 and 6D; sample D25B, fig. 10D ), interpreted as a possible debris flow, has a sorting coefficient of 2.4, well within the range of streamflood deposits.
A scatterplot of deposit thickness versus median particle size reveals little if any correlation between the two parameters ( fig. 12B ). Except for one anomalously thin measurement (locality D4, fig. 2 ), where the terrace surface has been eroded, thick aggradational deposits of early and middle Pleistocene age on Josephine Canyon (J on figs. 12B and 12C) plot in a separate field. Thickness versus median particle size of terrace deposits of other streams does not vary with age and does not Figure 12 . Thickness, sorting, and particle-size relations for terrace fill. A, Histogram of terrace thickness on the piedmont east of the Santa Cruz River, Green Valley-Tubac area. B, Scatterplot of terrace thickness versus median particle size. C, Scatterplot of sorting versus median particle size. High Trask sorting coefficients (So) indicate poor sorting; low coefficients indicate good sorting.
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differ from terraces of late Pleistocene and Holocene age of Josephine Canyon. The confounding influence of distance from fan apex probably accounts for much of the variation in median particle size. Terrace gravel of late Pleistocene age (and perhaps also of Holocene age) tends to be slightly better sorted (So <2) than deposits of older gravel ( fig. 12C ). Many well-sorted deposits of coarse terrace gravel are thin deposits on erosional terraces. Thus good sorting, coarse particle size, and thinness are the essential characteristics that distinguish erosional from aggradational terrace gravel. Aggradational terrace gravel (for example, the basin fill QTs, fig. 1 ) is often preserved in the geologic record. 
Discussion and Conclusions
Although canyon cutting on the piedmont defines the overall trajectory of landscape evolution on the Arizona piedmont, downcutting alternated with periods of lateral cutting that created the terraces of the present landscape. Lateral cutting was accompanied by deposition of thin deposits of coarse, well-sorted gravel that protect the terrace surface from erosion. Such thin gravel deposits have the sorting and sedimentary structures of streamflood deposits, replete with bar-and-swale surface topography on young examples; they represent the channel fill of the stream that cut the terrace. Examples of older gravel deposits, of middle Pleistocene age on Cottonwood Canyon Wash, are deeply weathered and do not preserve surface topography, but can be identified by their coarse particle size and good sorting as well as being only a few meters thick. All such terraces with thin gravel deposits are predominantly erosional in origin, the product of lateral cutting during periods of stream equilibrium.
In contrast to erosional terraces, gravel in depositional terraces is thicker (as much as 20+ m) and finer grained than their erosional counterparts in the same reach. Depositional terraces and fans near the mountain front may, however, contain exceptionally large boulders and, in some cases, are well-stratified. Depositional terrace gravels are primarily distinguished by evidence for rapid, repeated deposition-such as abundant fine sediment, poor sorting, and weakly developed bedding without deep scour surfaces-as well as by thickness. Depositional terraces are evidence of stream disequilibrium, when sediment supply overwhelmed the ability of the stream to move all of its bedload downstream.
The sedimentary features in terrace gravel of piedmont tributaries east of the Santa Cruz River are consistent with deposition by ephemeral streams in an arid environment. Trask sorting coefficients are typical of streamflood deposits, as are clast clusters and imbrication. Weakly developed bedding and general absence of clast armor are typical of ephemeral stream deposits (Laronne and others, 1994) . Taken together, these features indicate deposition by flash floods in ephemeral streams under a desert climate like the present. In upstream reaches, where stream power exceeds resisting power, ephemeral streams downcut their mountain catchment basins and erode sediment. In middle reaches at near-equilibrium where stream power equals resisting power, streams cut laterally and leave a lag deposit equal to the depth of scour. Most of the sediment eroded from upstream passes through the middle reaches to be deposited downstream. In downstream reaches, where resisting power exceeds stream power, braiding and aggradation take place.
Evidence for deposition by debris flows is not supported by sedimentary features or low Trask sorting coefficients, but debris flows cannot be excluded for some proximal deposits below canyon mouths. Large boulders on terrace surfaces, weak development of bedding, and abundant matrix could be interpreted as evidence for debris flows or, alternatively, deposition by catastrophic floods. Likewise, the variety of flow processes and grain-size sorting in debris flows and related deposits (Hungr, 2005; Iverson, 2003) signals caution in excluding debris flows from interpretation of deposits near canyon mouths. Further investigation of the use of Trask sorting coefficients in describing the range of debris-flow sorting is also needed.
Changes in sediment supply and stream discharge are the underlying causes of terrace cutting (Hancock and Anderson, 2002) . Increased stream discharge initiates downcutting, which decreases slope and leads to lateral cutting. Increased sediment supply interrupts downcutting and causes streams to cut laterally. In an arid climate, sparse vegetation and flashy discharge combine to increase sediment supply. For the drainages studied, sediment supply was not sufficient to promote long-term aggradation. Thus, except near the mountain front, streams cut erosional terraces. Only the middle Pleistocene Josephine Canyon Wash formed a depositional terrace downstream from the mountain front.
The 18-m-thick depositional terrace of middle Pleistocene age on Josephine Canyon Wash does not have counterparts on the other tributaries studied. In comparison, the extensive middle Pleistocene terrace of Cottonwood Canyon Wash is distinctly erosional in character, measuring no more than 2-3 m thick at two localities and 6 m thick a little farther upstream. The wide expanse of both terraces suggests an extended period of lateral cutting, but the thick fill of the Josephine Canyon terrace indicates that lateral cutting was followed by aggradation. Although temporal equivalence is not implied, these two contrasting terraces of middle Pleistocene age represent different responses by adjacent drainages. After lateral cutting, the sediment load of Josephine Canyon Wash remained high compared to that of Cottonwood Canyon Wash. The explanation for contrasting responses may be differences in size and geology of the catchment areas of the drainage basins (table 1). Much of the lower part of the large catchment basin of Josephine Canyon Wash is underlain predominantly by Tertiary volcanic and volcaniclastic sedimentary rock, and the lower basin was once covered by easily eroded early Pleistocene fan alluvium. These easily eroded rocks and sediments provided the fill for the middle Pleistocene depositional terrace downstream. In contrast, hard bedrock underlies the small catchment basin of Cottonwood Canyon Wash, and no large volume of easily eroded fan alluvium accumulated near the mountain front.
On tectonically stable landscapes like the piedmont of southeastern Arizona, cycles of terrace formation may represent either climate change or piracy. On Madera Canyon Wash and Montosa Canyon Wash, stream piracy initiated terrace formation through changes in stream discharge and sediment supply. On Cottonwood Canyon Wash and Josephine Canyon Wash, only climate change could have initiated terrace formation.
Evidence that adjacent streams have different histories of downcutting and terrace formation, in response to piracy or adjustment to catchment drainages of varying size and bedrock composition, calls into question the assumption that terraces of adjacent tributaries are age equivalent. Classification of terraces according to weathering and soil development gives a general idea of age but does not establish age equivalence. Studies aimed at assessing links between terrace formation and climate change should focus on large tributaries with wellunderstood drainage histories. [All data are counts. Roundness values are A, angular; B, subangular; C, subrounded; D, rounded; E, well-rounded (Pettijohn, 1975, his fig. 3-24 [All data are counts. Roundness values are A, angular; B, subangular; C, subrounded; D, rounded; E, well-rounded (Pettijohn, 1975, his fig. 3-24 [All data are counts. Roundness values are A, angular; B, subangular; C, subrounded; D, rounded; E, well-rounded (Pettijohn, 1975, his fig. 3-24 Table A6 . Lithology versus roundness for terrace gravel of Josephine Canyon Wash, Green Valley-Tubac area, Arizona.
[All data are counts. Roundness values are A, angular; B, subangular; C, subrounded; D, rounded; E, well-rounded (Pettijohn, 1975, his fig. 3-24 0  2  5  7  4  18  0  0  2  1  3  6  0  3  14  11  5  33  0  0  6  7  2  15  Gabbro Particle size (table B1) was estimated on vertical outcrops using a field method adapted to coarse gravel and steep outcrops that are difficult to sample by sieving. The method also works with indurated gravel. A length of 50-60 in. of tape or a 55-in. walking stick was placed vertically across the outcrop, and all particles with intercepts >0.75 in. were classified into geometric classes 0.75-1.5, 1.5-3, 3-6, 6-12, and >12 in.-and counted.
1 The procedure was repeated until about 300 in. (range of 160-360 in.) was traversed. Classification of particle size only took into account the intercept of the tape or stick where it crossed a particle-no other dimension of the particle was considered. This method gives a linear measure of apparent particle size, which is proportional to area or volume in two or three dimensions. Thus particle size classified by the particle-intercept method is an estimate of relative volume, not relative weight as estimated by sieving. Counts of each size class were then multiplied by the geometric class midpoints (for example, 1.06, 2.12, 4.24, and 8.48 in. for classes 0.75-1.5 through 6-12 in.); for particle intercepts >12 in., actual measurements of intercepts were added together. Results were totaled and subtracted from the total measured length to find the frequency of < 0.75-in. particles. Finally, all class total lengths were converted into percent and plotted as cumulative frequency distributions on a metric log 2 scale.
Particle size determined by direct measurement in outcrops is not suitable for comparison with results from sieving, pending further work. In this report, direct measurements are compared with one another. No sieving was done to determine whether results from direct measurement can be converted to sieve equivalents.
Ideally, particle size was determined for the entire vertical thickness of each terrace deposit. In some cases, access limited measurement to only part of the deposit, but in most cases, particle size was determined for most of the vertical thickness of the terrace fill. For thick terrace fills, particle size was determined only in accessible locations that appeared to be representative of the entire thickness. The thickness of each deposit was estimated or measured where particle size was determined.
Sorting was calculated using the equation of Trask (Krumbein and Pettijohn, 1938) as the square root of P 75 /P 25 (largest quartile size divided by the smallest quartile size). Quartile measures (P 25 , P 50 (the median), and P 75 ) were determined from cumulative frequency distributions.
Terraces of major tributaries from Florida Canyon Wash to Josephine Canyon Wash on the east side of the Santa Cruz River were sampled. Terrace gravel of varying age was sampled within small, compact areas (table B2) within each piedmont drainage to enable comparison without the complicating influence of distance from the mountain front. 
